Preserving
a Legacy
By Joel Schettler

Find more about the Nationwide Land As
Your Legacy program at chs-nationwide.com.

Family input and
sound counsel
help families
protect farms and
ranches for the
next generation.

F

ourth-generation
Montana rancher Bruce
Thomas’ story is not
unlike the stories of
most of his generation.
Raised on the family ranch, he
worked with an expectation the
ranch could be his one day.
In 1957, Thomas’ parents
Richard and Shirley started
their Hereford ranch with the
“romantic dream of
newlyweds,”
settling on
scenic

property with mountain lakes
and nearby historic sites in the
Western Montana Flint Creek
Mountain Range, centrally
located between Butte, Helena
and Missoula.
Through decades of hard
work, the family business grew
from 15 to 20 registered cattle
where they “worried about
existing from one day to the
next” to becoming a leading
Hereford seedstock operation
that markets genetics around
the globe, says Thomas, a
member of CHS Mountain West
in Missoula.
The operation now includes
a 250-cow herd of purebred
Herefords. In 2013, one of the
herd’s bulls was named national
champion at the National
Western Stock Show

and went on to receive Hereford
Champion of the World honors
from HerefordBreeder.net.
While Thomas remained close
to the ranch as he matured, he
also started his own venture.
Before finishing high school,
he began a business, Thomas
Custom Fitting, working livestock
sales for customers and showing
cattle across the country.
As Thomas reached his late
20s, with a second child on
the way, time away from home
began to take its toll. He closed
his business and, forgoing
college, began a 25-year career
in the timber industry, working
his way up to environment and
human resources management.
“That was the best education
I ever could have had,” he says.
“I use those experiences every

day. I couldn’t have gone to
school for it.”
Through it all, as an
entrepreneur and during his
career in Montana timber, Thomas
helped on the family ranch,
regularly putting in more than
60 hours a week, but receiving no
wage until he began working the
ranch full-time three years ago.
He had a loose understanding
that he would inherit the business
someday, but nothing had been
formalized.
Until Bruce and his family had
a clear transition plan in place,
moving forward was challenging,
as it often is in any family
operation — one generation
working to preserve its legacy,
another preparing to begin.

Fully Prepared
“Succession planning is far
too complicated for a farmer
or rancher to take on alone,”
says Lou Shuntich, director
in the Nationwide Advanced
Consulting Group. He works
with farmers and ranchers to
plan their futures with the Land
As Your Legacy program. “They
need professional advice and
guidance from experts who
specialize in succession planning
for farmers and ranchers.”
Founded in 1926 by farmers
for farmers, Nationwide is a
leading insurer in rural America

and a business partner with
CHS in helping families create
transition plans for their
businesses.
A succession plan involves
more than simply passing
along assets, says Shuntich. It
requires families to have honest
conversations to address a host
of issues, both financial and
legal, to successfully manage
risk, safeguard value, identify the
next generation of leaders and
establish an orderly transition
of ownership. Many families will
soon face the challenge.

transition plan and without such
a plan, a family cannot expect its
vision and expectations for the
farm to be realized.”
Even families with plans may
not be prepared for what they will
face. Many may have an estate
plan, but not a full succession
plan that considers all aspects of
turning over a business, including
taxes or insurance, says Shuntich.
“Farmers and ranchers are
typically strapped for cash, so
when an owner dies, leaving an
estate large enough to be exposed
to the federal estate tax, the family

“They need professional advice and
guidance from experts who specialize
in succession planning for farmers
and ranchers.”
— Lou Shuntich, Nationwide Advanced Consulting Group
Over the next dozen years,
70 percent of the more than
2 million U.S. family farms are
expected to change hands,
according to data gathered by
Nationwide. Yet only 30 percent of
those farms will stay in the family.
“The rest will go to non-farm
use, be absorbed by larger farms
or go out of business,” says
Shuntich. “That’s because only
11 percent of family farms have a

may have to sell something to
cover the tax bill. That does not
have to be the case.”
A will isn’t enough, either. “The
Land As Your Legacy program
is a full transition program,”
says Brent Olson, director of
marketing and programs, CHS
Insurance, who works closely
with Nationwide Insurance
to offer the program to CHS
member-owners through CHS

Country Operations locations
and Russell Consulting Group.
The Land As Your Legacy
program soon will be offered
to customers at CHS member
cooperatives as well.
With Land As Your Legacy,
experienced advisors gather
family members and walk them
through potentially difficult
issues. They create an overview of
the estate’s assets and liabilities
to generate a final personalized
financial needs analysis, complete
with an outline of recommended
steps to preserve and pass along
the estate.
While a family will likely need
to hire additional professionals
such as accountants or lawyers
to provide specific services, the
program itself costs nothing, says
Olson. “A lot of firms, be it an
insurance company or others, will
charge from $2,000 to $50,000
or even $75,000 to go through
this same process.”

Emotions of the
Unknown
The most difficult part of
succession planning is often the
first step: making the decision to
begin. Estate planning had been
high on Thomas’ list for some
time, he says. Five years ago, he
approached his parents and began
the process with a planning firm. >
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Succession Planning Steps

Richard and Shirley Thomas, seated
at left, founded the family ranch
in Montana and have passed it
to their son Bruce, pictured with
his wife, Tammy. Their succession
plan includes the next generation
of Bruce’s family. Standing, from
left, are family members Ben
and daughter Heather Ritner;
son Kurt and Jessica Thomas,
with granddaughter Kynlee; and
daughter Amber and Travis Jenkins,
with grandsons Conner and Cooper.

“This program
is about making
the conversation
easier with
your family.”
— Brent Olson,
CHS Insurance
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But the fit wasn’t right.
“I didn’t feel good about the
players, and Mom and Dad didn’t
feel right, either. We all thought,
‘Wait a minute, these people
are in over their heads,’” recalls
Thomas. Part of the reason was
the firm’s poor awareness of the
emotions of the moment.
Nobody wants to talk about
doing a will or an estate
plan, says Olson. “It’s a tough
conversation. This program
is about making the entire
conversation easier with your
family. It helps eliminate the
emotion of the unknown, the
frustration of not knowing what
to do and being overwhelmed
by the process. But even though
there is a lot of emotion and
stress, this program offers a
structured process that can guide
you to the end result.”
Frank conversation is a
large part of the process, says

Thomas. “We sat down with
the previous firm and we just
weren’t having conversations
that needed to be had.” There
is a close relationship between
how well a family communicates
and its probability of success in
putting together a succession
plan, says Shuntich. Planning for
key conversations is critical.
Having failed at their initial
attempt, Thomas and his family
set aside succession planning
for years. That was until Richard
and Shirley Thomas attended a
seminar conducted by Nationwide
about Land As Your Legacy.

A Step Forward
“A significant part of any
succession plan is determining
who takes leadership in the next
generation,” says Shuntich. It’s a
natural moment for new leaders
to step forward.

“This program offers a great
opportunity for individuals who
are interested in becoming a
part of the operation, but may not
have expressed it yet — it gives
them a talking point,” says Kathy
Swenseth, a marketing specialist
with CHS Insurance who often
speaks with younger producers
across the country about Land As
Your Legacy. “It also allows them
to say to the older generation,
‘I’m taking a proactive step to
do something for the operation,
because its success and viability
are important to me.’”
After Thomas’ parents
attended the seminar, they met
with two advisors to begin the
planning process. “It was all but
immediate that they felt good;
they were on board 100 percent.
It was time,” says Thomas.
The program allowed the
Thomas family to define the
business and create a clear path
CHSINC.COM

for asset ownership transition.
Last fall, those conversations
led to the family forming
an S-corporation, Thomas
Herefords Inc. Bruce Thomas is
the corporation’s president.
A succession plan must look
further into the future too, he
says. “My son [Kurt] has also
been named a shareholder, a
small one for now, in the original
founding of the corporation. That
was a strategic move so that we
had some structure to facilitate
the next succession.”
While the planning journey
for the Thomas family is nearly
complete, discussions along
the way didn’t come without
bumps. “And that didn’t mean I
didn’t get up from the table and
scratch my head and wonder
how things were going to be the
next day,” says Thomas. “But we
did that with total awareness
of the process. It’s not about
avoiding a hot button, but about
how you touch the button.
“Once Mom and Dad felt
comfortable with the Land As
Your Legacy program and the
people, it was the difference
in moving forward,” he says.
“It’s all about the people, the
partnership and the trust.”
To preserve a way of life,
including an appreciation for
the land and an understanding
of a hard day’s work, it’s
important for young leaders to
be brought into the operation at
an early age, Thomas says, even
at a small percentage. Working
through tough issues today will
prepare them for the future.
“If there is advice I can feel
comfortable giving [people
in my parents’ generation],
it’s that they have to let go.
It doesn’t mean they have to
lose control, but they have to
be willing to at least give up
a sliver of ownership so those
in the next generation feel like
they’re something more than
glorified hired hands.” n

Wondering how to begin creating a succession plan? Lou Shuntich, director of Nationwide
Advanced Consulting Group, says these four steps will help you gather your team and prepare
your plan.

1. Gather the facts.

“It’s critical to discover the expectations of all family members because each individual needs
to think about and share with the others what he or she would like to see happen regarding
future ownership and management of the business. Farmers and ranchers should not assume they
know what their family members want. And they need to be sure to include both on-farm/ranch
and off-farm/ranch children.”

2. Develop a plan.

“Farmers and ranchers can work with the Nationwide process to design a transition plan
that’s tailored to apply to their farm/ranch resources and to their specific needs and
objectives. They should involve the people who are key to their operation, along with their
Land As Your Legacy advisor and support from Nationwide.”

3. Implement the plan.

“As a family, decide on the course of action and take steps that ensure a proper transition of the
farm or ranch when necessary at the death, disability or retirement of the owner-operator.”

4.	Review the plan every year.

“Circumstances change. Families should meet on an annual basis to discuss and address
changes that may have taken place or will be taking place that could alter the existing plan.
Think, for example, about the impact of marriages, divorces, and births and deaths of family
members that could impact the plan.”
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